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It’s no secret that developers use abbreviations when writing code. In fact, abbreviations are
used more often than you might realize.
Consider, for example, this Java code snippet.
Abbreviations with long forms nearby in the code are common, such as ‘l’ for ‘Locale’.
However, cases where the long form is no where near short form, such as UI, Attr, J, or VK -these are the interesting and more difficult cases.
In fact, sometimes short forms occur more frequently than the long form!
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But why do we care? Let me give you a concrete example for concern location. In this example
we’re looking for the “delete auction” concern in an auction sniping program.
Although there are many methods relevant to this concern, let me draw your attention to two.
The first is ‘delEntry’, which contains the abbreviation ‘del’ for delete in the method name. A
simple lexical search will return this method because it contains the word ‘delete’ both in the
comments and other identifiers in the method. However, the other relevant method
‘refilterAll’ only refers to ‘delEntry’, and will be missed by a simple lexical search.
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Again, why do we care? If we had access to accurate automatic abbreviation expansion
techniques, we could improve the effectiveness of natural language-based software tools--tools that use the lexical information in comments and identifiers.
The most obvious application is in program comprehension. When a developer comes across
an unfamiliar abbreviation in code, the automatic expansion technique can present likely long
forms, instead of the developer having to waste time looking through code for the expansion.
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To identify character sequences, or tokens, in code boils down to splitting the identifiers. The
hardest case is no boundary cases. If not properly split, abbreviations will be missed, such as
in string length.
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We looked at hundreds of example abbreviations, and observed a number of types of
dictionary words.
The difference between combination and no boundary is that in combination, one or more of
the concatenated tokens is an abbreviation.
It should be noted that our technique handles both combination and no boundary cases, as
well as misspellings that are instances of dropped letter.
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(300-400K NCLOC)
• 2 programmers investigated non-dictionary
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Experimental Evaluation:
Results
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• For reference, included results of returning no expansion as well as the type breakdown for
the ideal set (maximum possible number correct, 250)
• Below each bar is the overall accuracy, the two bold accuracy numbers don’t contain CW to
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